The observation of double peaks of diffraction efficiency through the degenerate four-wave mixing process as a function of the biasing electric-field strength in a nematic liquid-crystal film is described. This behavior is due to the high optical nonlinearity of liquid-crystal media and the dramatic modulating effect of an ac voltage on the reorientational Freedericksz transition. The dependence of the peak occurrence on grating periods, electric fields, and optical intensities is presented. Theoretical calculations show the same characteristic behavior as do the experimental results.
Optical wave mixing in nematic liquid-crystal (NLC) films, such as wave-front conjugation 1 and self-diffraction, 2 -7 has been studied by scientists for several years. Because of the fairly large optical nonlinearity, the distribution of the optical intensities of various beams in the medium must be calculated from a set of coupled-wave equations in general. At the same time the molecular reorientation as well as the coupling coefficient, which depend on the experimental conditions, must be determined by minimization of the total free energy 8 in the NLC film. These will make the theoretical calculations fairly complicated. However, for a sufficiently thin sample, 3 degenerate four-wave mixing (DFWM) can be simply described by diffraction from an induced phase grating derived from the free energy by neglecting the higher-order gratings and the energy variation of incident beams in the sample. In addition to the optical pumps, DFWM in a NLC medium can be strongly influenced by a lowfrequency electric or magnetic field. While only a few reports are available, 3 ' 6 ' 7 none of them has adequately discussed the behavior of the diffraction efficiency with respect to the biasing field.
In this Letter we report the first observation, to our knowledge, of double peaks in the plot of the diffraction efficiency of DFWM versus biasing electric fields. By our theoretical model derived from the continuum theory, 8 these phenomena can be explained by the large induced nonlinear refractive-index change and the dramatic modulating effect of the biasing field in the reorientational Freedericksz transition. Prominent double diffraction peaks are obtained by both experimental and numerical results.
The experimental geometry is shown in the inset of Fig. 1 . A quasi-static electric field at 1 kHz is applied along the unperturbed molecular direction h of the homeotropically aligned NLC film, which is assumed to have negative dielectric anisotropy, namely, ell < e1-Two mutually coherent laser beams at X0 = 514.5 nm, with intensities I, and I2, derived from the same Ar+ source are nearly normally incident upon and overlapped in the sample with an intersection angle a. The interference of two beams will create a periodically distorted orientational structure, which then gives risk to an induced phase grating, with the same period A = Xo/[2 sin(a/2)] in the sample. In equilibrium, the reorientational angle 0(x, z) can be obtained by minimizing the total free energy F of the sample, F = f 5rdv. 5r is the free-energy density and is given by 9 J = K 2 (00/ax) The reduced effective fields for maximum diffraction efficiency can be obtained as
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where Ith = (-r/d) 2 cK3/un 0 is the threshold intensity, Ir = V/Ith, It = Il + I2, V is the applied voltage, Vth = 7r(47rK 3 /1AlEI)1/2 is the threshold voltage with AE = Ell -EI, Jo, J 1 , and J 2 are the zeroth-, first-, and secondorder Bessel functions, respectively, and f(0i) depends on 01 and has a positive functional value. Here we point out that the larger the constant K is (which means less splay restoring force is present), the larger the distortion angle 02 becomes.
By neglecting the higher-order terms in the Taylor series, the effective refractive index n(x) for a uniaxial birefringent medium has the functional form n(x) = h + AfNL cos(2x), (3) where h is the spatially uniform refractive index and 
where 60 = h(27r/No)d is the uniform phase shift and 31 = AnNL(2-r/Xo)d is the modulation amplitude of the corresponding phase grating.
By satisfying the thin-grating condition, i.e., 27r 2 (AflNL/n)(d/A) 2 < 1, the discussion can be confined in the Raman-Nath regime 10 with the process of the Fraunhofer diffraction' from a sinusoidal phase grating. The total power of Id,, which is depicted in the inset of Fig. 1 , comes from the first-order diffraction of E 1 and the second-order diffraction of E 2 . The diffraction efficiency, which is discussed throughout this Letter, is defined as is raised slightly, and so is the biasing field, the phasemodulation amplitude 61 increases rapidly, which reflects the critical behavior in this reorientational transition, to a maximum value bmax, and then decreases gradually while b is increasing. The diffraction efficiency q is monotonically increasing with 61 if 61 S 61m. When 61 exceeds Filmn 7 decreases, then reaches its local minimum at 61 = bmax, where AhNL has its maximum value (=0.002). As 61 decreases from 'Smax and passes l5lm again, the second peak occurs. The dependence of the peak field bdm on the reciprocal of the grating period is illustrated in Fig. 2(a) . It is obvious that there are two regimes, double peak and E (5) where rl = IllIt, r2 = I2/It, and rl + r 2 = 1. There exists a maximum diffraction efficiency flm in Eq. (5) with respect to the unique optimal phase amplitude 3ilm that depends on the weights rl and r 2 only. In the case single peak, which correspond to the situation of bmax greater or less than the optimal phase amplitude 61m, respectively. The critical point where two peaks merge reveals that '5max is equal to 'Slm. In the doublepeak regime, one can see that the larger the reciprocal of the grating period is, the smaller the separation of the two peaks becomes, as predicted in Eq. (6). This can be explained by the twist-deformation effect discussed in our previous paper, 12 i.e., the term (K 2 / K 3 ) (2d/A) 2 in relation (2), since the smaller the grating period is, the less deep the grating modulates. According to the behavior of the phase-amplitude curve shown in Fig. 1 , as the whole curve is suppressed owing to the decrease of the grating modulation, the separation of the two points with 31 = 1im is decreased. Similar behavior is shown in Fig. 2(b) for the dependence on the pump intensity, and it can be understood that a stronger pump permits a deeper phase modulation.
The detail of this experiment is essentially the same as described previously, 6 and typical results are shown in Figs. 3 and 4 . A fresh sample of N-(p-methoxybenzylidene)-p-butylaniline with d = 92 gm and A = 146 Am is used in Fig. 3 is smaller than that predicted by theoretical calculation. Nevertheless, it is reasonable since a large part of the beam energy is contained in the spurious background scattering. 6 The dependence of the peak occurrence on A-' and It is shown in Figs In conclusion, we have illustrated for the first time, to our knowledge, that the maximum efficiency of the fundamental diffraction through the DFWM process can be obtained under two distinct biasing fields. As the grating period or pump intensity increases, the difference of these two fields increases accordingly, as predicted by the analytical solution. The critical point where the two peaks merge, corresponding to a specific phase amplitude 'Smax = bim, is pointed out.
Prominent double peaks of the diffraction efficiency are shown by both experimental and numerical results.
